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Abstract

In the present investigation, we examined the role of different cortical fields in the fronto-parietal reaching and grasping network
in awake, behaving macaque monkeys. This network is greatly expanded in primates compared to other mammals and
coevolved with glabrous hands with opposable thumbs and the extraordinary dexterous behaviors employed by a number of pri-
mates, including humans. To examine this, we reversibly deactivated the primary motor area (M1), anterior parietal area 2, and
posterior parietal areas 5L and 7b individually while monkeys were performing two types of reaching and grasping tasks.
Reversible deactivation was accomplished with small microfluidic thermal regulators abutting specifically targeted cortical areas.
Placement of these devices in the different cortical fields was confirmed post hoc in histologically processed tissue. Our results
indicate that the different areas examined form a complex network of motor control that is overlapping. However, several con-
sistent themes emerged that suggest the independent roles that motor cortex, area 2, area 7b, and area 5L play in the motor
planning and execution of reaching and grasping movements. Area 5L is involved in the early stages and area 7b the later
stages of a reaching and grasping movement, motor cortex is involved in all aspects of the execution of the movement, and
area 2 provides proprioceptive feedback throughout the movement. We discuss our results in the context of previous studies
that explored the fronto-parietal network, the overlapping (but also independent) functions of different nodes of this network,
and the rapid compensatory plasticity of this network.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY This is the first study to directly compare the results of cooling different portions of the fronto-parietal
reaching and grasping network (motor cortex, anterior and posterior parietal cortex) in the same animals and the first to employ
a complex, bimanual reaching and grasping task that is ethologically relevant. Whereas cooling area 7b or area 5L evoked defi-
cits at distinct task phases, cooling M1 evoked a general set of deficits and cooling area 2 evoked proprioceptive deficits.

area 2; area 5; area 7b; cortical deactivation; reaching

INTRODUCTION

The extraordinary degree to which humans can interact
with and change the world around them can be attributed,
in large part, to the evolution of the hands and the complex,
dexterous ways in which they are used. Our remarkable
manual abilities emerged with the coevolution of the hand
and motor and posterior parietal cortical areas that program

and control manual prehension. The posterior parietal cor-
tex (PPC) comprises a constellation of areas that differ in
their function as well as in the effectors that they help con-
trol (see Fig. 1) (see Table 1 for abbreviations/structures).
However, a common feature of these areas is that they sit at
the interface of perception and action, combining the sen-
sory information from several modalities with effector kine-
matics to compute various movements tailored to specific
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objects and contexts (see Refs. 1, 2 for review). Furthermore,
although many of these regions seem specialized for specific
actions using specific body parts, overlapping effector and
movement representations as well as a mixed selectivity
schema highlight the importance of considering these regions
as part of a dynamic, robust network that controls ethologi-
cally critical actions in primates (see Ref. 3 for review). Recent
cluster-based metanalyses of intrinsic and extrinsic connec-
tions of these areas suggest that they may be grouped into
functional domains. Several of these parietal domains, to-
gether with frontal motor, cingulate, and prefrontal cortical
domains, form at least two parallel systems within the fronto-
parietal reaching and grasping network that allow primates to
so successfully interact with and manipulate their environ-
ment (4).

In rhesusmacaques it is generally agreed that Brodmann’s
areas 5 and 7 compose a significant proportion of the PPC
(see Refs. 5, 6 for review). These two, large, architectonically
defined regions of cortex have been subsequently subdivided
intomultiple cortical fields based on both functional and an-
atomical criteria (Fig. 1). For example, modern anatomical
techniques have parcellated area 5 into several overlapping
subfields with differing nomenclature (13–15). Because of the
variability of recording locations within this relatively large
area and the diversity of behavioral tasks employed to study
it (see Ref. 7 for review), this region has been implicated in
such diverse processes as coding of reach intention (16–18),
reach and grasp kinematics (19, 20), onlinemonitoring of dif-
ferent reach styles during object approach (21–23), and the
coordinate transformation of reach targets into body- and
shoulder-centered coordinates (24, 25) or eye-centered

reference frames (26). Recent efforts by our laboratory have
characterized one such subfield, area 5L, which has a distinct
electrophysiological, architectonic (7), and connectional (27)
profile, distinguishing it from adjacent fields area 2 and VIP.

Much like area 5, anatomical investigations have divided
Brodmann’s area 7 into overlapping regions with various
nomenclatures (13–15, 28–31). Neurons in area 7a are primar-
ily responsive to visual stimuli, eye movements, and arm
movements related to reaching and grasping. Area 7b neu-
rons are primarily responsive to somatosensory stimulation
of the arm, hand, and mouth; those that respond during
movement are predominantly related to hand use, orofacial
movements, and hand-mouth coordination (8, 32–34).

Although a number of cortical areas that compose PPC
have been the subject of extensive electrophysiological
investigations, manipulation-of-function studies are limited.
Lesions to various portions of area 5 and area 7 produce pro-
found deficits. However, those deficits are often fleeting
unless a substantially large portion of cortex is removed (35–
39). Furthermore, the rapid recovery associated with lesions
to these areas is likely accompanied by compensatory reor-
ganization of spared regions, making interpretation of these
results difficult. Chemical inactivation with agents such as
muscimol have provided insight into the function of regions
such as PE/PEc (40, 41), parietal reach region (PRR) (42–47),
caudal intraparietal area (CIP) (48), and LIP (48–52), but
these methods present their own difficulties, such as slow
onset and recovery time as well as potentially imprecise
spread of the chemical agent outside of the region of interest
unless accompanied by simultaneous recording or imaging
(see Refs. 53, 54 for review). Improvements in optogenetic
methods in nonhuman primates show promise for investi-
gating these regions, but these techniques have so far only
been used to investigate relatively small, well-studied por-
tions of the PPC (55).

Over the past several decades, transient cooling has
emerged as a relatively simple but effective method for
quickly and reversibly disrupting the function of a variety of
cortical regions (54, 56). In awake, behaving macaques cool-
ing has been used extensively to study the visual system
(e.g., Refs. 57–60), prefrontal cortex (e.g., Refs. 61–64), and
the role of LIP in driving visual salience signals in prefrontal
cortex and subsequently selecting saccade targets (65). To
our knowledge, however, studies that have examined the
effect of cooling PPC in awake, behaving animals executing
skilled limb movements have been limited to large deactiva-
tions of multiple subregions of area 5 or area 7 (66, 67) or,
more recently, cooling a portion of area 5 on the gyral surface
while monkeys perform a reaching perturbation task (68).
Whereas the former study did not examine the contribution
of individual subregions, the latter study examined reaching
in a nonethological context that did not include any grasping
behaviors. Furthermore, to our knowledge no studies have
examined the effects of cooling area 7b on reaching and
grasping behavior and hand tomouth feeding.

We have recently investigated the influence of cooling dif-
ferent areas of the PPC in anesthetized macaques to probe
the role of feedforward and feedback interactions within the
fronto-parietal reaching and grasping network (69, 70). We
found that cooling either of the two regions within PPC (area
5L or area 7b) induced rapid changes in the size and shape of

Table 1. Abbreviations

Body parts
D1–5 Digits 1–5

Cortical fields and
structures

1 Area 1; cutaneous representation caudal to area 3b
2 Area 2; representation of deep receptors caudal

to area 1
3b Area 3b, primary somatosensory area, S1 proper
5L Area 5, lateral division [as defined in Seelke

et al. (7)]
5M Area 5, medial division
7b Area 7b; posterior parietal area on the inferior

parietal lobule
AIP Anterior intraparietal area
ARC Arcuate sulcus
CS Central sulcus
IPS Intraparietal sulcus
LIP Lateral intraparietal area
LS Lateral sulcus
LUN Lunate sulcus
M1 Primary motor cortex
MIP Medial intraparietal area
PE Superior parietal lobe area
PEc Superior parietal lobe area (caudal portion)
PF Parietal area F; overlaps 7b
PFG Parietal area FG; overlaps 7b
PG Parietal area G
PM(d, v) Premotor cortex (dorsal or ventral division)
PCD Postcentral dimple
PS Principal sulcus
STS Superior temporal sulcus
VIP Ventral intraparietal area
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receptive fields of neurons located in anterior parietal cortex
(areas 1 and 2), whereas cooling M1 had little to no effect
on areas 1 and 2. Given the location of these somatosen-
sory receptive fields (hand and forelimb), these studies
suggest that anterior and posterior parietal cortex form
part of a reciprocally connected network associated with
manual behavior.

Here we examine the effects of reversibly deactivating
four different cortical areas (motor cortex, area 2, area 7b,
and area 5L) in the fronto-parietal reaching and grasping
network while monkeys performed two different manual
tasks. One task required an accurate reach trajectory to
retrieve a food reward with one hand but permitted the
use of a variety of grasp types to do so. The three distinct
phases of this task (early reaching, middle grasping, and

late feeding) allowed us to assess the hypothesized role
that several of our regions of interest play in manual
behavior (see Behavioral Tasks).

The other, more difficult task required both bimanual
coordination and the use of a D1-D2 (thumb and forefinger)
precision grip to retrieve a food reward. Although similar to
the reach task in that it contains both an initial reach into
the task workspace and an end stage involving feeding, the
most difficult portion of this task involves manipulating a
weighted cylinder with one hand to expose a food pellet
located in a small well that can only be retrieved by using
some sort of precision grip executed with the other hand (see
Behavioral Tasks).

Both tasks were executed with and without visual feed-
back to determine whether any evoked deficits were

Hand grasping
Hand to mouth

Orofacial/hand to mouth

Reaching and grasping

Digits and hand

Hindlimb, trunk, tail

Forelimb, elbow, wrist

Face, tongue, teeth

Reaching/occulomotor

Occulomotor
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Figure 1. Top: the location of cortical fields associated
with the reaching and grasping network in macaque
monkeys relative to major sulci. Bottom: the topographic
organization of motor and somatosensory cortex and
the rough topographic organization of areas 5M and 5L.
The functional organization of areas in and around the
IPS is derived from a number of studies including Refs.
4, 7–12. It should be noted that the nomenclature, func-
tion, and relative location of areas in the IPS often differ
between laboratories (see Table 1 for abbreviations).
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driven by errors of somatosensation/proprioception and
whether visualizing the target/effector changed perform-
ance in a way that suggested errors of multisensory inte-
gration or reference frame transformation. We found that
cooling different regions produced overlapping but dis-
tinct deficits largely consistent with their hypothesized
roles. Although these roles are based on previous ablation
and correlative electrophysiological studies; our data pro-
vide uniquely precise causal data free from postinjury
plasticity. Taken together, these results provide an impor-
tant piece of the puzzle in elucidating the role that each of
the regions plays in the dynamic cortical network sup-
porting the complex manual dexterity that is a hallmark
of human evolution.

METHODS

Subjects

Three adult macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were
used in these studies. One male monkey (monkey P; 14 kg;
10–12 yr old during the course of the study) was used to
examine the effects of deactivating area 5L of the posterior
parietal cortex (PPC; Ref. 7) with a custom-made cooling de-
vice (see Cooling Devices; Ref. 71). One female monkey (mon-
key A; 9.3 kg; 11–13 yr old) and the other male monkey
(monkey M; 13 kg; 5–9 yr old) were used to examine the
effects of deactivating somatosensory area 2, primary motor
cortex (M1), and area 7b of the PPC using either a “second-
generation” cooling device (69, 70) or stainless steel cryo-
loops (56). All procedures were approved by the U.C. Davis
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and con-
formed to National Institutes of Health guidelines.

Behavioral Training

All tasks involved a food reward, so monkeys were trained
or tested in the morning and afternoon shortly before their
usual feeding times. In addition to fruit, nuts, and other
enrichment, monkeys worked primarily for one of two sizes
of nutritionally balanced food pellets (Bio-Serv).

Monkeys were trained on two tasks; once they reached an
average performance of 80% correct in all trial types in a pri-
mate chair without head restraint, a head holder was
implanted (see Surgeries). After recovery, monkeys were grad-
ually acclimated to head fixation during task performance.
Once a postsurgical criterion of 80% was reached, monkeys
underwent a second surgery during which the cooling devices
were implanted over the regions of interest.

After the postoperative recovery period, monkeys were
briefly tested on each task with a sham cooling to ensure
that no gross deficits were present after cooling device im-
plantation. Based on pilot experiments we decided to forgo
extensive postoperative testing before beginning the cooling
experiments as we were uncertain how long we would be
able to consistently observe effects from cooling. Since no
profound deficits were observed in these one or two postsur-
gical but precooling sessions, we decided to focus our analy-
ses on our main comparisons of interest: within-session
differences between baseline, inactivated, and recovery
epochs (see Data Analysis). After recovery, cooling data were
collected 5–7 days per week for two sessions per day.

Behavioral Tasks

Bimanual precision grip task.
This task required bimanual coordination and a precision
grip to retrieve a food pellet. Data for this task were collected
frommonkey P. In this task themonkey lifted a vertically ori-
ented cylinder with one hand to expose a food pellet that
could then be grasped with a precision grip with the other
hand (Fig. 2, top; see Ref. 35 for details). Before each trial, an
experimenter raised the cylinder and placed a 1-g food pellet
(diameter = 1.14 cm; Bio-Serv Dustless Precision Pellets)
inside a small well within the cylinder. The experimenter
then rotated the cylinder and lowered it into one of three
well orientations (left, right, and center location conditions).

1 3 5

Figure 2. Behavioral tasks. Top: bimanual precision grip task. Monkeys
reached through a pair of portholes covered by hinged doors to lift a cen-
trally located cylinder (gray) with one hand and with the other hand
retrieved a food pellet (red) from a well cut into the cylinder. The well was
small enough to encourage use of a precision grip to access the pellet.
The cylinder could occupy 1 of 3 location conditions: left (as shown), center
(facing monkey), and right. When facing left or right, the task geometry
forced the monkey to use the corresponding hand for retrieving and the
opposite hand for lifting. In the center condition, either hand could be
used for lifting or retrieving. Trials were conducted with and without visual
feedback. During nonvisual trials, an opaque screen (not shown) was low-
ered to block the viewing window (light blue). Monkeys viewed the posi-
tion of the cylinder before each trial began. Bottom: reach trajectory task.
Monkeys reached through a central opening to 1 of 5 shallow wells to
retrieve a food pellet (red). The size and position of the opening forced
the monkey to use the contralateral hand to reach the peripheral wells
(left hand for well 1, right hand for well 5). The monkey could use either
hand to access the center well (well 3). Trials were conducted with or with-
out visual feedback during reaching. During nonvisual trials, an opaque
screen (not shown) was lowered to block the viewing window (light blue).
Monkeys viewed the position of the treat before each trial began.
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All of this took place so that the orientation of the well (and
location of the pellet) was visible and known to the monkey
before starting the trial. Trials took place in one of two visi-
bility conditions: In the Visual condition, the viewing win-
dow remained unobscured throughout the entire trial. In the
Nonvisual condition, a screen was lowered in front of the
viewing window once the pellet location had been shown to
the monkey. The monkey was then cued to maintain a start-
ing position by depressing a pair of levers located on the
monkey’s side of the behavioral apparatus (inside the pri-
mate chair), one with each hand. After a variable delay pe-
riod (0–4 s), a green LEDwas illuminated indicating the start
of the trial. This cued the monkey to release the levers and
reach each hand through a separate door to acquire the food
pellet positioned in the well of the cylinder. If the monkey
released either lever early, the trial was aborted and the ex-
perimenter prevented the monkey from entering the task
workspace. The small size of the well prevented other grasp
types (e.g., whole hand power grasp) from being used effica-
ciously. The monkey was free to choose which hand lifted
the cylinder and which hand attempted the pellet retrieval.
For the left and right cylinder orientations (location condi-
tions), however, it was extremely difficult for the monkey to
reach the well using the hand contralateral to the well, thus
forcing the monkey to use the hand that matched the cylin-
der orientation to retrieve the pellet. To successfully com-
plete the trial, the monkey had to lift the cylinder, grasp the
pellet, and bring it back through the doors within 20 s. There
were thus six conditions: two visibility conditions � three
location conditions. These were alternated in pseudorandom
order such that each was experienced within every set of six
trials. In addition to reaction time (trial start until lever
release), other measures included time for each door to open
and close, time for the cylinder to be lifted and to fall, and
treat possession latency. Door and cylinder latencies were
measured with microswitches. Save for reaction time, all la-
tency measures were calculated relative to lever release.
High-definition video (1080p, 60 fps; Sanyo VPC-HD2000A
Xacti or Canon VIXIA HF R500) was collected from a top-
down angle centered on the cylinder, a second top-down
angle behind the viewing window centered on the monkey’s
face, and a head-on angle facing the cylinder andmonkey.

This task was designed specifically to examine the role
that area 5L plays in reaching and grasping behavior (35).
Although the hypothesized role that this region plays in
reaching/grasping is less clear than the other regions we
examined, previous studies showed increased firing of 5L
neurons just before object contact (during grasp shaping) as
well as during object manipulation, especially when a preci-
sion grip was used (17, 21–23, 72–74). Most importantly, we
have found this task to be sensitive to permanent lesions of
this region, whereas a more general reaching task and a tex-
ture discrimination task were not (35).

Reach task.
This task was used to assess gross motor ability as well as the
use of the precision grip in a simpler context that was robust
to changes inmotivation. In addition, whereas success in the
bimanual precision grip task relied mostly on fine digit coor-
dination, this task primarily relied upon a successful reach
trajectory. This task was used for monkeys A and M. An

optically clear board (24 � 9 cm) with an array of five identi-
cal wells (6.8 mm deep) was fixed in front of a central open-
ing (6 � 9 cm) configured such that the monkey could only
use one hand at a time to reach and retrieve a 190-mg food
pellet (Fig. 2, bottom; pellet diameter = 0.66 cm; Bio-Serv
Fruit Crunchies). Three wells were used in this version of the
task: left, center, and right (locations 1, 3, and 5 of Fig. 2, bot-
tom). The wells were narrow and deep enough that monkeys
typically used a precision grip to retrieve the pellet, though
they sometimes used whole hand “power grasp.” The wells
were still shallow enough that a poor reach trajectory could
knock the pellet from the well, which was scored as a failure
and the pellet was removed by the experimenter. The size of
the opening also ensured that for the two lateral well posi-
tions the monkey was required to reach across its body from
the contralateral side, thus forcing the monkey to use a spe-
cific hand for that position. The monkey could use either
hand for the center position. A movable opaque screen in
front of the viewing window allowed for retrieval with or
without visual guidance.

Before the start of each trial, the experimenter placed a
pellet in one of the wells and covered it with their finger. For
the visual condition, the trial began when the experimenter’s
hand was removed. For the nonvisual condition, the screen
was rapidly lowered, obscuring the monkey’s vision. This
closing of the screen signaled the start of the trial, and the
experimenter simultaneously removed their hand covering
the pellet. If the monkey began the trial early, the experi-
menter raised the screen and blocked access to the pellet
until the monkey returned its hand through to its starting
position. To successfully complete the trial, the monkey was
required to remove the pellet from the well and bring it
through the opening within 10 s without dropping it. As in
the other task, visual and nonvisual trials were alternated
and the pellet location pseudorandomly chosen such that
each of the six conditions (2 visibility conditions� 3 location
conditions) was experienced within every set of six trials.
Video was collected from three angles: a head-on angle fac-
ing the task workspace, a bottom-up angle through the clear
board to visualize both the pellet and the glabrous surface of
the monkey’s hand, and a top-down angle behind the view-
ing window centered on themonkey’s face.

In addition to being robust to changes in motivational
state resulting from inactivation of different cortical regions,
the three different phases of this task (early reach, middle
grasp, and late feeding) allowed us to test hypotheses about
the potential function of our regions of interest as they relate
to manual behavior. Beyond the actual movements required
to successfully complete each phase, the ability to remove
visual feedback during a trial allowed assessment of deficits
related to touch and proprioception. Based on its hypothe-
sized role in all aspects of complex movement (75–79), we
predicted that cooling M1 would affect all phases of the task,
regardless of visual feedback. Based on its hypothesized role
in mediating proprioceptive monitoring of movements and
assessing haptic information about the size/shape of grasped
objects (74, 80–87), we predicted that cooling area 2 would
similarly affect all phases of the task but the effects would be
most pronounced when visual feedback was removed.
Finally, based on its hypothesized role in controlling hand-
mouth coordination and the goal of a given reaching/
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grasping action (8, 32, 88), we predicted that cooling area 7b
would preferentially affect the late phase of this task.

Task differences.
Although all three monkeys were initially trained to perform
the bimanual precision grip task, pilot experiments revealed
variability in the durability of a given cooling device as well
as variability in each monkey’s willingness to complete a
complex task in the face of impairment. Initial efforts to
interleave behavioral tasks in addition to cooling different
regions yielded a relatively small amount of data per task
and inactivation experiment. As such, we chose to focus on a
single behavioral task in each monkey to maximize the
amount of data per manipulation at the cost of a fully bal-
anced design built around a classic double-dissociation of
effects. Initially we had planned for the bimanual precision
grip task to be the sole task each monkey was tested on, with
additional tasks used for further testing once a full data set
was collected for each cooled region. Preliminary testing
with that task, however, revealed that it was difficult for
monkeys to maintain motivation in the face of a more diffi-
cult task that required a relatively invariant sequence of
starting positions and actions to automatically measure the
latency of different task phases. To overcome this, we
employed the reach task for the latter two experiments (mon-
keys A and M). Although the lack of onboard electronics pre-
cluded the type of precise latency measurements we could
obtain with the bimanual task, it allowed the experimenter
to manually control the progression through the task phases
and quickly adjust to changes in the monkeys’ motivation
state.

Surgeries

After training to criterion, monkeys underwent an initial
surgery in which either a standard cylinder-style head holder
(monkey P; Crist Instrument Company, Hagerstown, MD) or
an acrylic-free, fitted titanium head holder was implanted
(monkeys A and M; Gray Matter Research, Bozeman, MT; see
Ref. 89 for details). After head holder acclimation and train-
ing to criterion while head-fixed, each monkey underwent a
surgery to implant cooling devices in several regions of inter-
est in the hemisphere contralateral to the preferred hand.
Monkeys P and A had cooling devices implanted in the right

hemisphere, and monkey M received its implant in the left
hemisphere. Before surgery, animals were induced with 30
mg/kg of ketamine hydrochloride (IM) and were maintained
with isoflurane (1–2%). A craniotomy was made over parietal
cortex, in two cases extending rostrally to expose motor and
premotor cortices (monkeys A and M). After a durotomy, the
cortical surface was imaged to relate blood vessel patterns
and sulcal landmarks to cooling device placement (Fig. 3).
Regions of interest were located by using landmarks such as
the central, intraparietal, arcuate, and lateral sulci. For
monkey P, area 5L was exposed by cutting the pia spanning
the most lateral extent of the intraparietal sulcus, taking
care not to damage any surrounding blood vessels.
Although an attempt was made to place a cooling device in
area 5L in each monkey, we often could not separate the
banks of the IPS widely enough to accommodate a cooling
device without risking serious damage to the blood vessels
and potentially exsanguinating the adjacent cortex. Given
that these monkeys underwent extensive training before
surgery, we made the decision to only implant a sulcal
probe if we felt we could open the IPS safely. As a result,
we were only able to implant a cooling device in area 5L in
one monkey (monkey P). After placement, cooling devices
were secured to the surrounding dura with surgical glue
and held in place with thin sheets of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) around the devices’ periphery or the dura was
draped over the margins of the devices and the dural sec-
tions were reattached to each other with either surgical
glue or fibrin sealant (EVICEL, Ethicon). Temperature was
monitored via microthermocouples (MTCs) implanted
directly into the cortex (monkey P), at the cooling device-
brain interface (monkey A), or at the cryoloop junction
(i.e., where the loop comes back together and inflow/out-
flow tubing is parallel; monkey M). For all monkeys an
acrylic skullcap was molded and placed over the craniot-
omy site and around the device tubing and MTC leads.
Titanium bone screws were placed around the craniotomy
to provide anchoring points for dental acrylic. A stainless
steel implant chamber (diameter 3.35–4.35 cm) was then
placed over the craniotomy site to protect the exposed
ends of tubing and MTC leads. The chamber was secured
with additional dental acrylic. Monkeys recovered for 1–2
wk before behavioral testing resumed.

IPS

CS CS

IPS

CS

IPS

2mm 2mm 2mm

Monkey P Monkey A Monkey M

5L

2

7b

M1
M1

7b

2/5

A B C

Figure 3. Cooling device placement: cooling chips (A and B) and cryoloops (C) were placed over cortical regions of interest for reversible inactivation. A:
sulcal cooling device (with coolant tubes outlined in blue) implanted into the lateral aspect of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) with the cooling surface facing
area 5L (monkey P). B: outlines of coolant channels for devices placed over 3 regions: area 7b (bottom left), area 2 (top left), and M1 (top right) (monkey
A). C: outlines of cryoloops placed over 3 regions: M1 (top right), area 7b (bottom center), and area 2/5M (top left) (monkey M). In C, the image was flipped
for easier comparisons of device placement across monkeys. CS, central sulcus. IPS, intraparietal sulcus.
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Cooling Devices

To examine the effects of deactivation of different cortical
areas on manual behavior, we employed a method of tran-
sient inactivation via cortical cooling. This method allows
for the deactivation of the cortex under and adjacent to the
cooling device without affecting fibers of passage (see Ref.
54 for review). Extensive use of this technique by several
groups has shown that neuronal activity is completely dis-
rupted when the cortex is cooled below 20�C (e.g., Refs. 54,
71, 90, 91).

To cool area 5L, located in the rostrolateral portion of the
intraparietal sulcus (7), monkey P was implanted with a
“first-generation” sulcal cooling device (cooling “chip”)
inside the IPS as described in Ref. 71 (Fig. 2, E–H, of that arti-
cle; Fig. 3A of the present article). The device comprised
medical-grade silicone tubing (0.025-in. ID; A-M Systems,
Sequim, WA) bent into a small loop (4 mm long � 5 mm
wide) and embedded in a matrix of PDMS. PDMS on the cau-
dal face of the device ensured that only the rostral bank of
the sulcus was cooled to a temperature approaching deacti-
vation threshold while the caudal bank was insulated (Fig. 8
in Ref. 71). Thus, we felt confident that any cooling spread to
adjacent anterior intraparietal area (AIP) (in the caudolateral
bank of the IPS, separated by VIP in the fundus; see Fig. 1
and Fig. 4A) was minimal. Temperature readings from the
MTC implanted in the rostral bank of the intraparietal sulcus
were used as the temperature feedback for the device (see
Cooling Device Control).

Monkey A was implanted with second-generation gyral
cooling devices (cooling chips) over areas 2 and 7b and pri-
mary motor cortex (M1) (Fig. 3B). All three devices cooled
these regions from the gyral surface. As described previously
(69, 70), these devices were comprised of a laser-etched
PDMS microchannel attached to the cooling circuit via sili-
cone tubing. For these devices, an MTC was attached to the
bottom of the device to measure temperature at the device-
cortex interface. This temperature was used as the feedback
for controlling these devices.

Monkey M was implanted with stainless steel cryoloops as
described in Ref. 56. Although our PDMS and silicone-based
cooling devices were small, were easily insulated, and could
be configured in a variety of sizes and shapes, they were not
as robust to long-term usage in chronically implanted ani-
mals compared with the cryoloop design. Thus, to collect as
much data as possible in this last monkey we elected to use
cryoloops in lieu of the cooling devices used in monkeys P
and A. These were implanted on the gyral surface over areas
2/5M and 7b and M1 as in monkey A (Fig. 3C). Temperature
feedback for control of the cryoloops was measured via an
MTC soldered to the inlet/outlet junction of the loop, as in
Ref. 56.

It should be noted that the size, shape, and associated
hardware (MTC leads and tubing) used in the second-genera-
tion cooling device used inmonkey A differed from the cryo-
loops used in monkey M. Fitting three devices into a single
craniotomy meant that there were a limited number of cool-
ing site configurations that were possible, and as such, de-
spite targeting the same regions in both monkeys, there was
some variability in their exact placement within those
regions (Figs. 3, 4). Similarly, differences in the materials/

construction of the PDMS and silicone-based cooling devices
used in monkeys P and A versus the stainless steel cryoloops
used in monkey M meant that the temperature dynamics
and overall cooling footprint differed between these
experiments. Although cross validation of these different
cooling techniques has not been performed, all three
designs have been used successfully in published experi-
ments (56, 68–71, 92).

Cooling Device Control

All devices were integrated into a “cooling circuit” that
regulated the flow rate of the chilled ethanol through each
device as described in Ref. 71. Thermocouple leads were con-
nected to a TC-2000 thermocouple reader (Sable Systems).
Both temperature and pump speed outputs were connected
to a CED Power 1401 Mk II system (Cambridge Electronic
Designs, Cambridge, UK), which implemented a custom
algorithm to control pump speed (71). This algorithm adjusts
the pump speed based on the trajectory of the temperature
feedback during cooling.

For all monkeys, the target temperature was selected as
follows. First, for each cooling device, pilot sessions were
conducted to titrate to a behavioral effect. During these ses-
sions, the device temperature was never set below 2�C, to
ensure that no tissue was damaged. The highest tempera-
tures that achieved qualitative behavioral disruption (e.g.,
abnormal hand postures, inaccurate reach trajectory) was
chosen. Based on previous, acute cooling experiments (71),
our data suggest that the inactivated regions were restricted
to an area almost entirely below each cooling device. For
monkey P, the MTC implanted in the rostral bank of the IPS
(area 5L) was cooled to a target temperature of 20–25�C.
Since this was the only monkey for which direct intracortical
temperature measurements were collected, we chose this
higher temperature range and confirmed via titration to be-
havioral effect. Formonkey A theMTC placed at the interface
of the cooling device and cortical surface was cooled to a tar-
get temperature of 10�C. For monkey M, the MTC built into
the cryoloop junction was initially cooled to a target temper-
ature of 5�C during the first few behavioral sessions for each
area cooled. If no effect was observed at this temperature,
subsequent sessions were conducted at a junction tempera-
ture of 2�C, as in Ref. 56. Differences in the materials and
architecture of the gyral cooling devices used in monkey A
and the stainless steel cryoloops used in monkey M likely
accounted for the differences in target temperatures neces-
sary to achieve a behavioral effect.

Cooling Sequence during Behavioral Testing

For all monkeys, task execution was broken into a set of
three temperature epochs: Baseline, Inactivation, and
Recovery (R1). Inmost instances, a fourth epoch (Recovery 2;
R2) was conducted to determine whether any persistent defi-
cits would abate given additional time (monkey A refused to
work during this epoch in several sessions). The number of
trials per epoch was chosen to balance satiation against hav-
ing enough trials per condition to detect subtle behavioral
effects. For the bimanual precision grip task this corre-
sponded to 18 trials per epoch, resulting in 3 trials for each
condition (2 visibility conditions � 3 location conditions � 3
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trials) per epoch. We used smaller pellets for the reach task,
which allowed for 60 trials per epoch corresponding to 10 tri-
als of each condition (2 visibility conditions� 3 location con-
ditions� 10 trials).

The sequence of each session was as follows: After task
execution at baseline temperature (Baseline epoch), the cor-
tex was cooled to and held at target temperature for 5 min

before the monkey began executing the tasks (Inactivation
epoch). After the inactivation trials were complete, the
pump was turned off and the cortex was allowed to rewarm
for 5 min while the monkey was idle. Cooling device/brain
temperature usually reached �35�C within 2 min. Then the
testing began again (Recovery; R1). For those sessions in
which a fourth epoch was used (R2), an additional 5-min
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Figure 4. Histological reconstruction: the placement of cooling devices relative to cortical field boundaries (orange lines) determined from histologically
processed tissue. Thick black lines (left) denote the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and central sulcus (CS), whereas thin black lines (left) denote other sulci. A:
a lateral view of portions of posterior parietal, anterior parietal, and motor cortex inmonkey P in which a cooling device was placed on the rostromedial
wall of the IPS, in area 5L. B: a dorsal view of the cortex ofmonkey A in which cooling devices were placed over M1, area 2 and area 7b. C: a lateral view
of the cortex of monkey M in which cryoloops were placed over M1, area 7b, and area 2/5M. Note: cooling devices were implanted in the left hemi-
sphere, but the image was flipped for easier comparisons of device placement across monkeys (as in Fig. 3). Images on right of each brain show the rela-
tive location of the cooling device with respect to functionally defined areas in motor cortex, anterior parietal cortex, and posterior parietal cortex. See
Fig. 1 for details on functional definitions of cortical fields. It should be noted that the overall orientation of the brains in this figure differs from the orienta-
tion shown in the images in Fig. 3. but the relative size and orientation of the cooling chips between figures are the same. See Table 1 for abbreviations.
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break was given after the R1 epoch was over before the mon-
key was tested again.

During cooling, monkeys occasionally did not initiate tri-
als. We designated these as “no-go” trials. For both tasks, we
remained agnostic as to the reason behind no-go trials.
These may have been due to general decreased motivation/
aversion to working during cooling or a genuine impairment
that left the monkey unwilling or unable to initiate a trial.
Since there was no way to disambiguate these two scenarios,
we analyzed the behavioral data in two sets: one in which
no-go trials were counted as failure trials and one in which
no-go trials were excluded from analysis.

Data Analysis

For each cooled area and task combination, perform-
ance was compared between temperature epochs in a set
of two tests: Baseline versus Inactivation and Baseline ver-
sus Recovery (R1). Within each temperature epoch-based
comparison, individual one-tailed Fisher’s exact tests of
task performance (see description for each task below)
were analyzed for each lateral location condition (wells 1
and 5 for reach task and cylinder locations left and right
for bimanual precision grip task) and visibility condition
(visual/nonvisual) combination in each task. One-tailed
tests were performed under the hypothesis that for a given
condition the Inactivation and Recovery epochs would
yield worse performance compared with the Baseline
epoch. We focused our analyses on the lateral locations, as
trials involving the central position could be successfully
executed by relying on the hand that was ipsilateral to the
cooled region (since we never observed deficits of the ipsi-
lateral hand/arm). We confirmed this via video analysis of
hand choice for the central position in each task (see descrip-
tion for each task below). For eachmonkey, the hand contralat-
eral to the cooled hemisphere was seldom or never used for
the central position (monkey A, Supplemental Fig. S1; monkey
P, Supplemental Fig. S2; all Supplemental Material is available
at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14802675) or cooling
induced a drastic reduction in its use (monkey M, Supple-
mental Fig. S1).

For the reach task, four tests per temperature epoch com-
parison were analyzed: well locations L and R for both visual
and nonvisual trials (2 visibility conditions � 2 location con-
ditions). With two comparisons (Baseline vs. Inactivation,
Baseline vs. Recovery) this resulted in a set of eight tests per
cooled region for each monkey. For each temperature com-
parison, the number of successful versus failed trials (com-
bined across sessions) was analyzed in a 2� 2 contingency
table using Fisher’s exact test and compared to a Bonferroni-
corrected critical P value of 0.05/8=0.00625. For this task
the lack of onboard electronics precluded the precise mea-
surement of trial completion latencies. To confirm hand
choice in the central well location, hand use was scored for
each trial at this location for those manipulations in which
an effect was observed. As above, we compared the Baseline
versus Inactivation epochs and the Baseline versus Recovery
epochs. This involved a total of four tests per cooled region
(2 visibility conditions � 1 location � 2 temperature epoch
comparisons). For each temperature comparison, the num-
ber of trials (combined across sessions) using the hand

contralateral versus ipsilateral to the cooled hemisphere was
analyzed in a 2� 2 contingency table using Fisher’s exact
test and compared to a Bonferroni-corrected critical P value
of 0.05/4=0.0125.

For the bimanual precision grip task, the use of a larger
pellet size (which led to quicker satiation) resulted in fewer
trials per epoch that could be collected compared with the
reach task (18 vs. 60 trials per epoch). Comparisons between
visual and nonvisual trials showed no statistically significant
differences; therefore those trial types were collapsed to
increase the number of trials per condition, yielding a total
of two tests per temperature epoch comparison: cylinder
location conditions left and right. This resulted in a set of
four tests for monkey P. For this task, in addition to catego-
rizing trials as success or failure, the latency from trial initia-
tion (first hand removed from starting lever) until target
possession (retrieving hand retracted from task workspace
causing closure of door switch) was analyzed. If an otherwise
successful trial’s latency exceeded 2 standard deviations (SD
range = 0.84–1.85 s across sessions) above the mean latency
in the Baseline epoch for that session (mean range = 1.83–
4.32 s across sessions), that trial was classified as “impaired.”
We omitted this additional layer of analysis for the reach
task, since movements for that task were ballistic and gener-
ally were either successful on the first try or resulted in the
pellet being knocked from the well.

For each temperature comparison, the number of success-
ful versus failed/impaired trials (combined across sessions)
was analyzed in a 2� 2 contingency table using Fisher’s exact
test and compared to a Bonferroni-corrected P value of 0.05/
4=0.0125.We also compared just the trial completion latency
measure described above independent of success measures,
using the same set of four comparisons: Baseline versus
Inactivation and Baseline versus Recovery for cylinder loca-
tions left and right. In addition, we also compared reaction
times (time from trial start until the first hand was removed
from starting lever), using the same set of four comparisons.
In both cases, latency values were analyzed with a Wilcoxon
rank-sum test and compared to a Bonferroni-corrected P
value of 0.05/4=0.0125. For these analyses, latency values
from failed trials were not analyzed. Finally, as with the reach
task, we confirmed hand choice for the central cylinder posi-
tion by scoring hand use for those trials. We made the same
temperature epoch comparisons as above for the one loca-
tion, still collapsing visual and nonvisual trials (combined
across sessions) together. This yielded two tests of ipsilateral
versus contralateral hand use, each of which we analyzed in a
2� 2 contingency table using Fisher’s exact test and com-
pared to a Bonferroni-corrected P value of 0.05/2=0.025.

Video Analysis and Still Image Capture

All behavioral videos were time-synced and edited with
Adobe Premiere Pro CC. For select trials, a sequence of
frames (chosen at different time points within a trial to effec-
tively summarize a behavior) was exported as a set of jpeg
images. Images were cropped and adjusted for brightness
and contrast with the use of Adobe Photoshop CC to maxi-
mize visibility of the hand and digits in each image. Some
images were converted to grayscale to further increase visi-
bility of the hand. Images were arrayed into sequences and
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specific portions traced/labeled with Adobe Illustrator CC
(Figs. 6–9 and 11–13).

Histology

To confirm the placement of the cooling devices and relate
them to architectonic borders, monkeys were euthanized at
the conclusion of the experiments with pentobarbital so-
dium (60 mg/kg IV) and then transcardially perfused with
0.9% saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate
buffer and then 4% paraformaldehyde in 10% sucrose in
phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4). The brain was removed from
the skull, weighed, and photographed from multiple angles.
After�36-h immersion in 30% sucrose phosphate buffer, the
brains were sectioned horizontally at 70 mm. Images of the
tissue block face were taken before every section of the brain
was cut. Alternate series of brain sections were stained for
Nissl substance and myelin (93) and in one case SMI32 (31,
94). An entire series of sections was analyzed on a micro-
scope, and cortical fields boundaries were drawn. The loca-
tion of the cooling device was directly related to architectonic
boundaries by matching blood vessels and sulci drawn in his-
tologically processed sections with digital images of the
exposed cortex before and after the implant and with the pho-
tograph taken after perfusion (Fig. 4).

RESULTS
We examined the manual abilities of three macaque mon-

keys using two different tasks: a reach and grasp task and a
bimanual precision grip task. To determine the extent to
which different cortical areas contribute to precise manual
control, we reversibly deactivated primary motor cortex, an-
terior parietal area 2 (and in one case areas 2 and 5M), and
posterior parietal areas 5L and 7 b (see Table 2 and Fig. 4
identifying the cortical locations of the cooling devices).
Below we describe the effects of cooling different cortical
areas on these tasks.

Reach Task

Area 2 and area 2/5M.
Figure 5 shows the success rate (successful trials/total trial

number) for monkey A (Fig. 5, left) and monkey M (Fig. 5,
right) in the reach task. We refined the analysis to the two
lateral wells because these forced the monkey to use either
the hand contralateral or ipsilateral to the cooling device.
For conditions in which area 2 was cooled (Fig. 5A, left),

monkey A showed a clear deficit when reaching with the con-
tralateral hand in the nonvisual condition (dashed blue line)
during the Inactivation (cooling) epoch (I) compared with
the period immediately preceding the cooling (Baseline; B).
This deficit persisted during the subsequent epoch when the
cortex was allowed to return to normal physiological temper-
ature (Recovery; R1). This level of performance continued to
persist into the second Recovery epoch (R2). A smaller deficit
was noted for the visual condition (solid blue line; epoch I).
Both sets of deficits reached a Bonferroni-corrected signifi-
cance criterion of P < 0.00625 (Fisher’s exact test). Figure 6
and Supplemental Video S1 illustrate the types of cooling-
induced kinematic changes responsible for this decrease in
performance. Baseline behavior was characterized by fast
and accurate acquisition of the pellet using a D1-D2 precision
grip. Inactivation of area 2 often resulted in hypometric
(undershooting) reaches that were exacerbated by removal
of visual feedback, suggestive of a proprioceptive deficit.
This is in contrast to the consistently high success rate in tri-
als during which themonkey was forced to use the ipsilateral
hand for both the visual (solid red line, Fig. 5A, left) and non-
visual (dashed red line) conditions.

When the experiment was repeated inmonkeyM, in which
only a portion of the cooling device was over area 2 and the
rest was over area 5M, this animal showed no deficits during
inactivation. However, deficits were observed in contralat-
eral hand performance during the Recovery (R1) epoch.
These deficits manifested in both the visual (solid blue line)
and nonvisual (dashed blue line) conditions (Fig. 5A, right)
and were characterized by both hypometria and an exagger-
ated grasp aperture, as can be seen in Fig. 7 and Supplemental
Video S2. Although not as severe as inmonkey A, performance
deficits reached statistical significance (P < 0.00625; Fisher’s
exact test) for both visually and non-visually guided reaches
with the contralateral hand. These results indicate that area 2
is important for accurate reaching movements of the contra-
lateral arm and hand.

Area 7b.
A similar analysis was conducted when these same monkeys
underwent cooling of area 7b (Fig. 5B). In this case, there was
a decrease in success rates in monkey M during the
Inactivation (I) epoch when using the contralateral hand
under both the visual (solid blue) and nonvisual (dashed
blue) conditions (Fig. 5B, right; P < 0.00625; Fisher’s exact
test). Deficits typical of this manipulation were more hetero-
geneous compared with other regions that were deactivated
but were often characterized by an exaggerated contralateral
grip aperture in nonvisual trials and dropping of the pellet in
both visual and nonvisual trials (Fig. 8; Supplemental Video
S3). In addition, during visual trials the monkey often exhib-
ited a behavior wherein it grasped the pellet with the
affected hand but seemed to have difficulty opening the
hand or bringing it to its mouth to consume it. Instead, it
would use its unaffected hand to retrieve the pellet from the
seemingly frozen grasp of the other hand. Behavior com-
pletely recovered once the cortex returned to normal tem-
perature (R1). In contrast, monkey A showed no deficits
during or after 7b cooling. However, the location of the cool-
ing device was in a more lateral location than in monkey M
and the cooling footprint was smaller.

Table 2. Cortical cooling experiments: monkeys, areas
cooled, and number of trials

Monkey Task Area Cooled

Trials per Condition across All Sessions

(by epoch)

A Reach Area 2 B, I, R1 = 68–70; R2 = 35–36 (7 sessions)
M Reach Area 2/5M B, I, R1, R2 = 70 (7 sessions)
A Reach 7b B, I, R1, R2 = 40 (no effect; 4 sessions)
M Reach 7b B, I, R1, R2 = 110 (11 sessions)
A Reach M1 B, I, R1, R2 = 30 (no effect, 3 sessions)
M Reach M1 B, I, R1, R2 = 84–90 (9 sessions)
P Bimanual 5L B, R1, R2 = 41–52; I = 58–63 (6 sessions)

B, Baseline; I, Inactivation; R1, Recovery; R2, extended recovery.
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Motor cortex.
Finally, a third cooling device was implanted over motor cor-
tex (M1) in both monkeys (Fig. 5C). Cooling this region
induced a significant deficit in monkey M for both visual and
nonvisual trials in which the contralateral hand was used
(Fig. 5C, right; P< 0.00625; Fisher’s exact test). Unlike cooling
anterior or posterior parietal cortex, motor cortex cooling pro-
duced both a severe reaching and grasping deficit character-
ized by hypermetria (overreaching) and an inability to close

the hand when the grasp would normally be initiated, leading
to a splayed posture that hovered over the pellet and often
drifted toward the body’s midline (Fig. 9; Supplemental Video
S4). When the pellet was successfully grasped with the
affected hand, the monkey often employed the same feed-
ing strategy used during 7b cooling, removing the pellet
from the affected hand’s grasp and feeding itself with the
unaffected hand. As with 7b, these deficits disappeared
once cortex returned to normal temperature.
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Figure 5. Reach trajectory task performance: percent-
age of successful trials during each temperature epoch
(B, Baseline; I, Inactivation; R1, Recovery; R2, extended
recovery) for each region cooled. Colored lines corre-
spond to limb used (blue, contralateral; red, ipsilateral)
and visibility condition (solid, visual; dashed, nonvisual).
A: area 2 (2/5M in monkey M). B: area 7b. C: M1.
Performance is shown formonkey A (left) andmonkey M
(right). Asterisks below data points denote statistically
significant difference between the temperature epoch (I
or R1) and Baseline for a given visibility/location condi-
tion by a Bonferroni-corrected Fisher’s exact test (P <
0.00625). Cooling each region induced a profound defi-
cit in 1 or both monkeys when the contralateral limb was
used for reaching. Cooling area 2 (A) seemed to have
the largest effect when visual feedback was removed.
See Table 2 for number of trials per condition by tem-
perature epoch.
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Cooling motor cortex in monkey A did not produce any
consistent effects once data collection was initiated.
During a pilot session when motor cortex was cooled for
the first time, monkey A exhibited hypometric reaches
with the contralateral hand during nonvisual trials. These
deficits were similar to those evoked by cooling area 2.
However, this effect could not be reproduced in subse-
quent sessions. Although the cooling device was mostly
over motor cortex, a portion of the device was also in PM.
In addition, compared with monkey M the footprint of the
device was smaller.

The preceding analyses were conducted with all possible
trials included, including those in which the monkey did not
initiate a reaching movement (no-go trials). Given that we
rarely if ever saw this type of response in the Baseline condi-
tion, we reasoned that this could be due to the fact that the
monkey simply was unable to move the limb and/or plan
the appropriate movement. Alternatively, the monkey
may have lost motivation, or there may have been some
other nonmotor deficit that was induced by either the
cooling or the time period that the monkey was working.

This behavior was almost always seen in trials involving
the limb contralateral to the cooled hemisphere during ei-
ther the Inactivation or first recovery epoch (Recovery 1),
especially during nonvisual trials, and seemed to roughly
correlate with the monkey’s level of impairment resulting
from cooling. It also became less common as more sessions
were conducted, suggesting that it was not a result of
increasing damage or decreasing motivation over time.
Excluding these trials from the analyses slightly reduced
the effect sizes for certain conditions (data not shown), but
the statistical significance was not changed.

Bimanual Precision Grip Task: Area 5L

Monkey Pwas trained on the bimanual precision grip task,
in which they were required to lift a cylinder with one hand
and retrieve a food pellet with the other hand using a preci-
sion grip. The location of the food well was varied for each
trial such that it was only possible to retrieve it with the con-
tralateral hand, the ipsilateral hand, or either hand (center
position). The results combined across the nonvisual and
visual conditions are shown in Fig. 10A for trials requiring
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Reach Task, Area 2 Cooling, Monkey A

Figure 6. Reach trajectory task (area 2 cooling, monkey A): still frames captured from below the wells showing the pellet (outlined in red) and the gla-
brous surface of the monkey’s hand with each digit labeled (yellow). Time after movement initiation is given in the corner of each frame. Trial number of
corresponding epochs is shown on left of each row of frames. During a Baseline epoch trial (top), the monkey easily grasped the pellet with the hand
contralateral to the cooled region with a D1-D2 precision grip. During 2 Inactivation epoch trials (bottom), reaches were hypometric (lateral undershoot
going left) and drifted toward the monkey’s midline (missing the pellet and going rightward).
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the contralateral hand (blue line) or the ipsilateral hand (red
line) for pellet retrieval. These results show the percentage of
trials that themonkeywas successful and completed the trial
at a speed that was not significantly slower (mean þ 2 SDs)
than during the Baseline (uncooled) temperature epoch for
that location condition. This allowed us to account for trials
in which a deficit was present but not severe enough to result
in a failed trial. Figure 10B shows the same data, but only
comparing successful versus failed trials. Although baseline
performance was characterized by a high success rate by
both behavioral measures, cooling area 5L induced a deficit
for both the contralateral (blue line) and ipsilateral (red line)
well positions. The deficit for both well positions was due to
impairment of the contralateral hand rather than an impair-
ment of both the contralateral and ipsilateral hands. Indeed,
since this is a bimanual task, deficits in using the contralat-
eral hand could manifest during pellet retrieval (when the
pellet faced the contralateral side) or holding the cylinder
itself (when the pellet faced the ipsilateral side). As shown in
Fig. 11 and Supplemental Video S5, whereas baseline pellet
retrieval with the contralateral hand was typified by a pre-
shaped hand culminating in a D1-D2 precision grip, cooling
often resulted in an open-handed posture in which D1 and
D2 encircled the cylinder rather than the pellet. When a pre-
cision grip could be executed, the monkey often failed to

firmly grasp and pick up the pellet, despite its fingers being
in the correct position. Figure 12 and Supplemental Video S5
illustrate the effects when the contralateral hand was used
for cylinder holding such that the ipsilateral hand retrieved
the pellet. In the Baseline condition a preformed grasp
quickly encircled the cylinder and maintained it at a height
that allowed access to the pellet. In contrast, during cooling
the hand approached the cylinder in a limp posture and
remained open for an extended period before closing (if it
did so at all). Even once closed around the cylinder the con-
tralateral hand often failed to maintain it at the proper
height for retrieving the pellet. At times, the severity of
impairment to the contralateral hand was such that even
entering the task workspace was affected. Figure 13 and
Supplemental Video S5 illustrate this deficit. Although base-
line behavior was characterized by swift removal of the con-
tralateral hand from the starting lever and unimpeded entry
through the porthole, cooling often caused inaccurate hand
trajectories that resulted in collisions with the viewing
window.

Although the effects described above were dramatic, idio-
syncrasies in their onset (see DISCUSSION) combined with a
low number of trials per condition limited the statistical sig-
nificance of the results with our conservative Bonferroni-cor-
rected criterion (P < 0.0125). Nevertheless, as seen in Fig.
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Reach Task, Area 2/5M Cooling, Monkey M

Figure 7. Reach trajectory task (area 2 cooling,monkey M): as withmonkey A, during the Baseline epoch (top) the monkey easily grasped the pellet (out-
lined in red when present) with the hand contralateral to the cooled region with a D1-D2 precision grip. During the Inactivation epoch (not shown) no def-
icits appeared. During the Recovery epoch (bottom, 2 trials shown), however, reaches were hypometric (lateral undershoot going right) and showed
little preshaping of the hand. Note that pellet has been dislodged from well in center and right frames of trial 34. Conventions as in Fig. 6.
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10A the proportion of trials in which the monkey exhibited
no difficulty (successful trial that was not 2 SDs slower than
the mean) was significantly lower for ipsilateral-facing trials
(contralateral hand used for cylinder lifting) and was nearly
significant for contralateral-facing trials (contralateral hand
used for pellet retrieval). Figure 10B shows the same data,
but only comparing the rate of successful versus failed trials.
Note that this renders the effect of ipsilateral-facing trials
statistically insignificant, while leaving contralateral-facing
trials largely unchanged. This highlights the importance of
examining both the rate of success and the task completion
latency in successful trials in capturing the effects of cool-
ing. When task completion latency for successful trials was
analyzed separately, we found significant slowing in ipsi-
lateral-facing trials during inactivation, which was the
main source of difficulty in these trials rather than total
failure (Supplemental Fig. S3). Analysis of reaction times
of successful trials did not yield any significant differences
between epochs (Supplemental Fig. S4). In the Recovery
epoch, performance increased to be statistically indistin-
guishable from Baseline, although some deficits persisted

(Fig. 10A). When only success rate was measured, the con-
tralateral-facing condition saw deficits persist into the
Recovery periods (Fig. 10B), although any persistent defi-
cits had abated by the next testing session.

As with the behavioral analysis of cooling other regions
during the reach task, Fig. 10 reflects performance including
trials in which the monkey would not initiate a movement
(no-go trials). These trials followed a similar pattern as in the
reach task: they almost always occurred during use of the
limb contralateral to the cooled hemisphere, especially during
nonvisual trials in either the Inactivation or first Recovery
epochs. As with monkeys A and M, they also became less
frequent over subsequent sessions. As with the reach task,
we also analyzed performance with these trials excluded.
Given that this reduced the number of trials, the effect size
of our manipulations was diminished (though statistical
significance remained unchanged). Regardless, the same
trends shown in Fig. 10 were robust to the removal of these
trials: cooling area 5L resulted in a deficit in use of the con-
tralateral hand that manifested primarily as failed trials
when it was used for pellet retrieval and as slower trials
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pelletpellet

0.28 s

Trial 6

Trial 10

Trial 48

0.42 s 0.50 s

0.25 s 0.48 s 1.00 s

0.25 s 0.35 s 0.45 s

Reach Task, Area 7b Cooling, Monkey M

Figure 8. Reach trajectory task (area 7b cooling, monkey M): like the baseline epoch shown in Fig. 7, the Baseline epoch (top) was characterized by
accurate reaches using a D1-D2 precision grip with the hand contralateral to the cooled region (pellet outlined in red for the first frame of each trial).
During Inactivation (bottom, 2 trials shown), deficits were heterogeneous but often included an exaggerated grip aperture that dislodged the pellet; pel-
lets that were grasped were often dropped. Conventions as in previous figures.
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when it was used to hold the cylinder. As in the previous
analysis, the Recovery periods saw reduced performance
compared with the Baseline epoch (though not statistically
significantly lower).

Limitations and Technical Considerations

There were several findings that should be considered
when interpreting our results. First, in monkey M we
observed no deficits during the cooling of area 2. Rather,
the deficits that emerged only did so once the cortex was
rewarmed. Previous work by our laboratory (69, 70) and
others (95, 96) has shown that rewarming neural tissue af-
ter cooling can lead to “rebound” excitability. Thus, it is
possible that although the perturbation induced by cool-
ing area 2/5M was not enough to evoke deficits, the pertur-
bation induced by rewarming was. This also may explain
why some of the deficits we observed persisted into the
Recovery epoch later in the session but not into the Baseline
epoch on the next session of testing (Supplemental Fig. S5).

Second, in each of the three monkeys we observed granula-
tion tissue growing between the cooling devices and the tar-
geted cortex. This left us a window of time (�60–90 days) that,
although markedly longer than that afforded to us by lesions,
nonetheless placed limits on how long our devices produced
observable effects. We believe this may be why we observed
effects following cooling of 7b and motor cortex in monkey M
but not monkey A (although we did see an effect during

cooling of M1 in this monkey, but only for the first session).
Even for those regions where we did observe effects, only a
limited amount of data could be collected. We also felt it was
important to employ somewhat naturalistic tasks in which the
target object (food pellet) was also the monkey’s reward, thus
limiting the number of trials we could conduct before satiation
set in. This limit on both the number of trials within a session
and the number of sessions overall likely prevented more
subtle deficits from reaching statistical significance.

Finally, it should be noted that some of the differences we
observed between monkeys likely had to do with differences
in the behavioral task (monkey P tested with the bimanual pre-
cision grip task vs. monkeys A and M tested with the reach
task; see Task differences) as well as the exact placement of the
cooling devices, which targeted the same regions in different
monkeys (monkey A vs. monkey M). In addition, we were only
able to successfully implant a cooling device in area 5L in one
monkey (see Surgeries). These factors do place limits on the
conclusions we can draw from this investigation.

DISCUSSION
We reversibly inactivated several regions in the fronto-pa-

rietal reaching and grasping network independently while
monkeys performed two different manual tasks: one focused
on reach trajectory to acquire a free-standing target and
another focused on both bimanual coordination and fine use
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Reach Task, M1 Cooling, Monkey M

Figure 9. Reach trajectory task (M1 cooling,
monkey M): as in previous figures, the
Baseline epoch (top) was characterized by
accurate reaching and grasping with a pre-
cision grip. During Inactivation (bottom, 2 tri-
als shown) severe reaching and grasping
deficits were observed: a hypermetric (over-
shooting) reach and splayed, open hand
posture that often drifted toward the body’s
midline.
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of the digits to extract an object from a small space. Our
results indicate that the different areas tested form a complex
network of motor control that is overlapping, but several con-
sistent themes emerged that suggest the independent roles
that motor cortex, area 2, area 7b, and area 5L play in the dif-
ferent phases of reaching and grasping behavior. Cooling

motor cortex produced a generalized set of deficits that
affected nearly every stage of reaching and grasping regard-
less of whether the monkey had visual feedback, with the
most severe deficits manifesting as a splayed hand posture
that would not close around the pellet. Cooling area 2 resulted
in a set of behaviors suggestive of deficits in proprioception:
hypometric reaches and exaggerated grip apertures that were
most pronounced during trials lacking visual feedback.
Cooling area 7b produced amore heterogeneous set of deficits
that nonetheless skewed more heavily toward the later stages
of target acquisition: dropping the pellet once grasped or an
inability to open the affected hand or bring the pellet to the
mouth. Much like cooling area 7b, cooling area 5L also pro-
duced a somewhat heterogeneous set of deficits. In contrast
to cooling area 7b, however, cooling area 5L produced deficits
that skewedmore toward early andmiddle stages of target ac-
quisition: difficulty navigating the hand into the task work-
space, improper apposition of the thumb and forefinger (D1
and D2) when retrieving the pellet, and a slack, open-handed
posture when lifting the cylinder. Thus, despite the limita-
tions of this study, we provide evidence for a motor planning
and execution network wherein area 5L is involved in early
stages and area 7b the later stages of a reaching and grasping
movement, motor cortex is involved in all aspects of the exe-
cution of the movement, and area 2 provides proprioceptive
feedback throughout themovement.

The present study builds upon a rich foundation of both
electrophysiological and loss-of-function studies to provide
a more complete picture of the roles played by different
regions in the fronto-parietal reaching and grasping network
during manual behavior. Importantly, this is the first study
to deactivate area 7b or area 5L in isolation as well as the first
to deactivate portions of area 2 and M1 with a method with
high temporal resolution (on the order of minutes). As
detailed below, previous studies largely relied on either irre-
versible techniques (lesions) or those that operate on longer
timescales of onset and offset (e.g., muscimol). Although
some of those studies have made use of cooling to deactivate
portions of the fronto-parietal reaching and grasping net-
work, they either inactivated large regions of cortex that
included but were not restricted to these regions or inacti-
vated different regions altogether. In addition, this study is
the first to directly compare the results of cooling motor cor-
tex, anterior parietal cortex, and posterior parietal cortex in
the same animals. Finally, although ours is not the first to
employ reversible inactivation to study the effects on retriev-
ing small food items from recessed wells (e.g., Refs. 87, 97,
98), ours is the first to employ a bimanual reaching and
grasping task in such a context. Furthermore, our tasks are
complex yet ethologically relevant, as monkeys commonly
retrieve small items of interest, either uni- or bimanually,
whereas many studies concentrate on simpler or abstracted
reaching and grasping tasks. Thus, selective inactivation
and reactivation within the same behavioral session of dis-
crete nodes in this network, coupled with a complex yet
straightforward pair of motor tasks, has allowed us to bet-
ter refine the roles of these areas in purposeful reaching
and grasping under both visually guided and non-visually
guided conditions.

In the following discussion, we review previous studies
that examined the functional results of deactivating or
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Figure 10. Bimanual precision grip task performance: A: percentage of tri-
als with no difficulty (successful trial that was not 2 SDs slower than the
mean). B: percentage of successful trials during each temperature epoch
(B, Baseline; I, Inactivation; R1, Recovery; R2, extended recovery) for cool-
ing area 5L inmonkey P. Colored lines correspond to location condition of
the cylinder’s food well and thus the hand required for grasping the pellet
(blue, contralateral to the cooled region; red, ipsilateral to the cooled
region), collapsed across visibility condition. Asterisks below data points
denote statistically significant difference between the temperature epoch
(I or R1) and Baseline for a given location condition by a Bonferroni-cor-
rected Fisher’s exact test (P < 0.0125). Although baseline performance
was characterized by a high success rate by both behavioral measures,
cooling area 5L induced a deficit for both the contralateral (blue line) and
ipsilateral (red line) well position. See Table 2 for number of trials per con-
dition by temperature epoch.
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lesioning portions of the fronto-parietal reaching and
grasping network and compare these to our own data.
Some differences between our results and those of previ-
ous investigations likely reflect the fact that most of our
experiments focused on areas found on the gyri of parietal
and frontal cortex while several reaching and grasping
areas beyond 5L located in the IPS (namely the anterior
and medial intraparietal areas) were not explored in this
study. Although constraints on implant geometry and sur-
gical outcomes limited the number of regions we could
investigate in each animal, this study nevertheless makes
important contributions to the field: 1) the targeted inacti-
vation of specific regions within posterior parietal cortex
that have never been studied without involving adjacent
fields; 2) inactivation of different areas in the fronto-parie-
tal reaching and grasping network in the same animals
while the animals perform ethologically relevant tasks; 3)
employing a method of inactivation with a high enough
temporal resolution to visualize both deficits and recovery
within the same behavioral session; and 4) complimenting

the wealth of electrophysiological investigations of this
network with functional assessment beyond thoroughly
studied regions such as LIP and PRR.

Motor Cortex

We placed our cooling devices over the expected location
of the hand representation in M1 as defined previously in
our laboratory with intracortical microstimulation techni-
ques (Fig. 4; Ref. 99). Our results were consistent with previ-
ous studies that deactivated a similar region in M1. For
example, muscimol-based inactivations that overlap this
region (87, 100, 101) evoke a hypotonia and paresis during
reaching and grasping as well as the loss of independent fin-
ger movements. Perhaps most significantly, the “flat” hand
posture described by Fogassi et al. (101) is quite similar to the
“splayed” hand posture we observed during the initial reach.
Although we did not measure grip forces as part of this task,
the monkey’s frequent inability to completely close its hand
or fingers around the pellet is largely in accord with these pre-
vious results. This hand posture may also reflect a decrease in
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pelletpellet

d1d1
d2d2 d3d3d4d4

d5d5

CylinderCylinder

Trial 8
(contralateral well 

orientation)

Trial 16
(contralateral well 

orientation)

Trial 2
(contralateral well 

orientation)

0.93 s 1.13 s 2.63 s

8.76 s 10.85 s 17.57 s

2.57 s 5.57 s 6.18 s

Bimanual Precision Grip Task, 5L Cooling, Monkey P
(Pellet Retrieval)

Figure 11. Bimanual precision grip task (monkey P, area 5L cooling; pellet retrieval by the affected hand): still frames from a head-on angle showing the
pellet (outlined in red), the 5 digits of the hand (labeled in yellow), and the cylinder (outlined in blue). The monkey had to lift the cylinder with one hand,
hold it, and retrieve the pellet with the opposite hand. The labeled hand retrieving the pellet is contralateral to the cooled region. During the Baseline
epoch (top), the monkey easily retrieved the pellet with a D1-D2 precision grip. During the Inactivation epoch (bottom, 2 trials shown), the monkey used
an open-handed posture, often encircling the cylinder rather than the pellet. Well orientation (facing contralateral hand) listed under trial number.
Conventions as in Figs. 6–9.
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the ability to use the individuated finger movements neces-
sary to execute a D1-D2 precision grip. Interestingly, the mon-
key’s frequent inability to open its hand if it did successfully
grasp the pellet suggests a possible hypotonia of digit exten-
sors in addition to flexors. Overall, our results confirm previ-
ous work while affording a greater temporal resolution of
effect than muscimol and avoiding the reorganization and
confounds associated with permanent lesions: M1 seems to be
involved in all stages of reaching and grasping, regardless of
whether visual feedback is removed. This is consistent with a
recent study in our laboratory in anesthetized macaques that
demonstrates that cooling M1 had a large, global impact on
evoked movements in areas 5, 7a, 7b, and 2 (102). This high-
lights the fact that althoughmovement-related activity can be
found throughout parietal cortex, M1 represents a key node of
convergence of motor actions by virtue of its dense corticospi-
nal connections (103–106).

Area 2

Our goal for cooling area 2 was to inactivate a somatosen-
sory cortical region involved in proprioception and compare

that to inactivation of motor cortex and posterior parietal
cortex. Because neurons in area 2 have relatively large recep-
tive fields and more complex response properties compared
with somatosensory areas 3b and 1 (e.g., Refs. 81, 107–109), as
well as its dense connections with portions of area 5 (27, 110–
112), area 2 could be considered the most “PPC like” of the
somatosensory cortical regions located in anterior parietal
cortex (see Ref. 6 for review). In placing our cooling devices,
our goal was to inactivate representations of both the hand
and forelimb such that both reaching and grasping might be
disrupted. Histological reconstruction confirmed that for
monkey A our cooling device was confined to area 2, whereas
in monkey M the cryoloop partially overlapped both area 2
and area 5M. This difference in placement may account for
some of the differences in effects we observed between the
two monkeys, withmonkey M only exhibiting deficits during
the Recovery epoch.

Early work examining the effects of relatively large lesions
of the hand and forelimb representations of area 2 described
deficits related to texture discrimination (84) as well as defi-
cits in discriminating object properties such as angles, size,
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Figure 12. Bimanual precision grip task (monkey P, area 5L cooling; cylinder lifting by the affected hand): same conventions as Fig. 11 but with the labeled
hand (contralateral to cooled region) lifting and holding the cylinder while the opposite hand retrieved the pellet. During the Baseline epoch (top), the
monkey lifted and maintained the cylinder at an appropriate height, allowing the opposite hand to retrieve the pellet. During the Inactivation epoch (bot-
tom, 2 trials shown), the monkey used a limp, open-handed posture pressed against the cylinder without necessarily gripping it. When a grip was used,
the proper height often was not maintained. Well orientation (facing ipsilateral hand) listed under trial number. Conventions as in Fig. 11.
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and curvature that rely on proprioception (83, 85). Later
studies using muscimol-based inactivation of comparatively
smaller regions of area 2 described effects on grasping
behavior. Hikosaka and colleagues (82) examined the effects
of inactivating the anterior portion of area 2 where neurons
responded to stimulation of the digits. They found that
regardless of whether visual feedback was provided, mon-
keys displayed disrupted finger coordination and unstable
positioning of the digits while extracting food from a
recessed well or a funnel. The funnel grasping deficits were
characterized by a somewhat spayed hand posture with
improper extensions of the digits, similar to what we
observed for both monkeys. In the same study in which they
examined M1 inactivation, Brochier and colleagues (87)
found that injections of muscimol in the antero-lateral por-
tion of somatosensory cortex, which likely included area 2
but may also have included adjacent somatosensory fields,

yielded abnormal grip postures, uncoordinated finger move-
ments, and difficulty lifting objects despite observing no
reduction in grip force. They also observed a disruption of
precision grip behaviors during retrieval of a food item from
a recessed well that was partially ameliorated when visual
feedback was provided. Our results largely align with these
previous studies in suggesting a role for area 2 in propriocep-
tive feedback that is most useful when visual feedback of a
reach trajectory is removed. Although neither study described
the hypometric reaches we observed, it is possible that inclu-
sion of the forelimb representation in the inactivated region is
responsible for this specific deficit. Importantly, our study is
one of the few studies to examine the effects of inactivating a
discrete portion of area 2 without encroaching on an adjacent
cortical area (in the case of monkey A) and the first to employ
a technique with a higher temporal resolution compared with
chemical agents such asmuscimol.
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Figure 13. Bimanual precision grip task (monkey P, area 5L cooling; hand entry): still frames captured from a top-down angle centered on the monkey’s
left hand (contralateral to the cooled region) behind the viewing window. The hand is labeled in yellow, and the porthole to the task workspace is labeled
in blue. Otherwise, conventions as in Figs. 11 and 12. During the Baseline epoch (top), the monkey quickly and easily reached its hand through the port-
hole and into the task workspace. During the Inactivation epoch (bottom, 2 trials shown) the monkey’s starting position was often skewed, and its hand
often collided with the edge of the porthole, the viewing window, or the inside of its primate chair.
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Area 7b

Although several studies have examined the manual defi-
cits that occur with lesioning or deactivating the inferior pa-
rietal lobule (IPL), a large swath of cortex that includes a
number of cortical fields, this is the first investigation that
examines the behavioral deficits that occur after deactiva-
tion of area 7b specifically. Contemporary architectonic
investigations of the IPL have subdivided area 7b into two
distinct zones, PF and PFG (13, 31). Although our histological
reconstruction did not differentiate between the two subdi-
visions of 7b, the placement of our cooling devices relative to
7b’s overall architectonic borders and the intraparietal and
lateral sulci indicate that for monkey A the cooling device
was likely confined to the lateral portion of PF whereas for
monkey M the cryoloop was in the rostro-medial portions of
PF but also encroached on PFG (Fig. 4, B and C). Neurons in
PF are driven by actions related to hand-mouth coordina-
tion, but they are predominantly tuned to facial movements
and biting rather than arm or hand movements (8, 32). With
regard to sensory responses, PF primarily contains neurons
responsive to somatosensory stimulation of the orofacial
region and contains very few responding to any visual stim-
uli (8). PFG has the largest mix of neurons tuned to different
sensory modalities and motor actions (8). The somatosen-
sory receptive fields of these neurons tend to be located on
the hand and arm, whereas the neurons that respond to vis-
ual stimuli are primarily driven by objects placed within the
monkey’s reaching distance or exhibit “mirror neuron”-like
responses. Neurons here respond to hand grasping and
hand-mouth coordination during feeding. In addition, PFG
contains neurons selective for action context that goes
beyond the simple kinematics of the movement performed,
i.e., the “why” of an action in addition to the “how” (88).
Early lesion experiments of the IPL, which included portions
of area 7b, noted that animals had a hesitance in using the
contralateral limb and general impairments of grasping,
especially when visual feedback was removed, as well as
both hypometric and hypermetric reaches (113, 114). In situa-
tions where the unaffected arm was restrained, large area 7
ablations resulted in a refusal to use the contralateral limb,
hypermetric reaches that drifted medial to the target food
item, and an open-handed grasping posture in which digits
were not opposed to each other during target acquisition
(115). Reversible inactivation of the IPL with large cooling
plates (66, 67) resulted in a type of hemineglect that pre-
cluded acting upon the contralateral visual hemifield, even
with the ipsilateral hand. Although more contemporary
inactivation studies have focused on individual regions
around the IPL, to our knowledge all have focused on those
located in the IPS (48–52, 65), with the anterior intraparietal
area (AIP) being the most salient in terms of studying man-
ual behaviors. For example, Gallese et al. (116) demonstrated
that muscimol-based inactivation of portions of AIP resulted
in a deficit in hand preshaping behavior before interacting
with objects such that the hand posture was mismatched to
an object’s shape. Although AIP is directly adjacent to PFG
and PF, we consider it unlikely that this area was affected by
cooling since the cryoloop inmonkeyM only directly abutted
the IPS at its rostral-most tip (Fig. 4). Taken together,
our results support electrophysiological investigations

suggesting a role for 7b in mid- to late-stage reaching and
grasping behavior: inactivation seems to disrupt hand-mouth
coordination in addition to grip aperture. It should be noted,
however, that given the relatively rostro-medial location of
the cryoloop placement in monkey M, it seems likely that we
preferentially inactivated the rostro-medial portions of area
PF and possibly a small portion of PFG, thus skewing our
results toward deficits related to hand-mouth coordination
rather than those related to reaches. This is important to con-
sider when comparing these results to those we obtained
when inactivating area 5L, an area containing somatosensory
neurons that are exclusively tuned to stimulation of the arm
and hand (e.g., Ref. 7). Although the deficits we observed do
not exactly match those observed in previous loss-of-function
studies, this is not surprising since we targeted a specific corti-
cal field rather than lesioning/deactivating multiple cortical
fields on the IPL. This highlights a major contribution of our
results: inactivation of a discrete portion of the IPL comprised
of subfields that seem to be responsible for contextually
appropriate mid- to late-stage reaching and grasping behavior
as well as hand-mouth coordination. Future work examining
the contribution of the individual subfields (e.g., PFG and PG)
will help elucidate whether their distinct electrophysiological
profiles are reflected in functional contributions to reaching
and grasping behavior.

Area 5L

Although there have been many studies examining the
functional properties of medial and posterior regions on the
superior parietal lobule (SPL; e.g., PEc, 5d, and PRR) and
medial portions of the rostral bank of the intraparietal sulcus
(e.g., MIP), comparatively fewer have recorded more laterally
in the region that we designate as 5L (7). Among those few
studies that have been conducted in awake, behaving mon-
keys, several have found that a large proportion of neurons
are active before contacting an object (17, 74), with activity
peaking just before contact (21, 22) and responses modulated
by object shape (72) and object approach trajectory (23). In an
earlier investigation, our laboratory examined the effects of
small, restricted lesions targeting area 5L (35) on tasks very
similar to those used here. Although those lesions caused a
dramatic drop in the use of the contralesional hand and even-
tually a reduced success rate, the deficits were fleeting and
overlapped the initial surgical recovery period, making it diffi-
cult to ascribe a specific role for 5L in manual behaviors.
Previously, Stein (66, 67) cooled the entire gyral aspect of area
5, causing deficits in tactile discrimination and a general
clumsiness in the contralateral limb even with visual guid-
ance (and in both visual hemifields). More recently, muscimol
has been employed to inactivate the “parietal reach region”
(PRR; Refs. 42–47), whereas both muscimol and cryoloops
have been used to inactivate portions of area 5 on the gyral
surface of the SPL (40, 68). Although the studies of PRR inacti-
vation demonstrated that inactivation impairs contralateral
reaches or joystick movements (but not saccades), inactivat-
ing the caudomedial aspect of area 5 on the gyral surface pro-
duced deficits in both the trajectory and speed of corrective
movements made to queued locations in three-dimensional
space (40). In contrast, inactivating a more rostrolateral por-
tion of area 5 on the gyral surface via cooling showed that
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inactivation reduced spatial accuracy (but not the speed of
corrective responses) in a postural perturbation task (68).
Although these previous studies provided important insights
into the role of particular posterior parietal areas in reaching
and grasping, neither of those studies examined naturalistic
reaching, grasping, and object manipulation behavior, nor did
they examine any region overlapping area 5L. Although previ-
ous electrophysiological studies align with our results positing
a role for area 5L in early- to mid-stage reaching and grasping
behavior, the lack of comparable loss-of-function investiga-
tions highlights the importance of this study: This is the first
investigation to examine the effects of reversible inactivation
of area 5L (which is considered to be a distinct region within
Brodmann’s area 5, see Ref. 7). These results allowed us to
assess the role of this region in reaching/grasping behavior
without the rapid reorganization and behavioral recovery that
make interpreting permanent lesions so difficult (35). That
said, because of surgical constraints we were only able to col-
lect area 5L deactivation data from one monkey (monkey P,
see METHODS) using a task that the other two monkeys did not
perform. As such, the conclusions we can draw from this as-
pect of the experiments are somewhat limited.

Laterality of Deficits and Bimanual Coordination

In all cases the deficits we observed were confined to the
contralateral arm/hand. Given the prevalence of bilateral
activation of motor and posterior parietal cortex in humans
during reaching/grasping tasks (see Refs. 117, 118 for review),
this may be a surprising result. Indeed, although the major-
ity of neurons inmacaque motor and parietal cortex respond
to contralateral simulation of the body (or movements of the
body), there are some studies that report bilateral receptive
fields for neurons in some areas of parietal cortex (7, 8, 107,
119, 120) and some studies that have found neurons respon-
sive to bilateral or ipsilateral movements in some regions of
motor cortex (75, 121–125). Despite this, neither lesions nor
reversible inactivation of these regions has been consistently
shown to elicit bimanual or ipsilateral deficits (35, 44, 101,
115, 126, 127). Recent work by Mooshagian et al. (128, 129) re-
cording both single-unit spiking activity as well as local field
potentials from PRR in macaque monkeys has shed some
light on this issue: ipsilateral responses in PRR neurons are
likely driven either by stimuli in the neuron’s visual recep-
tive field or via interhemispheric communication. The same
group also found that bilateral inactivation of several regions
comprising PRR produced deficits that did not differ in
effect size compared with unilateral inactivation, supporting
the idea that PRR’s functional contribution to reach plan-
ning is contralateral (47). Thus, it may be the case that
although ipsilateral responses are observed in some regions
within the fronto-parietal reaching and grasping network,
these may only have functional consequences during
bimanual coordination (if at all). Although the bimanual
precision grip task described here does require the suc-
cessful coordination of both hands to execute the task suc-
cessfully, the task design makes it difficult to distinguish
between a contralateral deficit and a deficit of bimanual
coordination. Future work examining the function of these
regions would greatly benefit from tasks that can disentan-
gle these effects.

Caveats and Conclusions

Our goal was to understand the contribution of different
regions of the fronto-parietal reaching and grasping network
to ethologically relevant tasks. The heterogeneous and some-
what overlapping nature of the deficits that we observed can
make ascribing a specific role to a given region difficult for
two reasons. First, it is unlikely that there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between a particular cortical field and some as-
pect of behavior. Thus, part of the overlap in functions that
we see following deactivation of different cortical fields is
likely due to the distributed nature of these networks and a
genuine overlap in the function between regions. Second, it
is also possible that removing one node from this network
could drive compensatory plasticity in the remaining nodes.
This is supported by previous work in our own laboratory
that demonstrates that deactivating portions of this network
(M1, 5L, and 7b) immediately alters response properties and
receptive field size and configuration of neurons in areas 1
and 2 (69, 70). In the present study, although many of the
deficits we observed were quite profound during the first few
sessions of cooling, often they would abate in subsequent
sessions or even within the same session. Although it is pos-
sible that the across-session diminution of effects was due to
thermal insulation of the cortex by granulation tissue (see
RESULTS), this cannot explain the within-session effects.
Whether this plasticity is driven by top-down changes in
strategy (as suggested above) or bottom-up plasticity is a
topic ripe for future investigations that examine combinato-
rial inactivation/electrophysiology both within and outside
the fronto-parietal reaching and grasping network.

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental Videos S1–S5 and Supplemental Figs. S1–S5:

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14802675.
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